The aim of Sirai's essay, "The Jomon style", was not to admire the Jomon culture, but to consider how to grab the inner potential of the object without being misled by its external form. His theory of tradition subsequently developed into the "theory of expansive tradition". He objected to confining the argument over tradition to Japan and set out to consider the concept from a universal point of view. He gave shape to it and proposed a new concept, the "Eurasian style".
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【カテゴリーⅠ】 日本建築学会計画系論文集 第80巻 第712号， 1411-1418， 2015年6月 J. Archit. Plann., AIJ, Vol. 80 No. 712, 1411 -1418 , Jun., 2015 not what Sirai wanted to emphasize on. The aim of his essay, "Jomon teki narumono", was not to admire the Jomon culture, but to consider how to grab the inner potential of the object without being misled by its external form. In an essay, "Meshi (Rice meal) " published a few months after "Jomon teki narumono", he explained that "Meshi", a symbol of the Yayoi culture, represented the concept of "Yo (utility)" which is characteristic of Japanese culture, in the sense that it supported the community by uniting prayer for gods and life. His theory of tradition subsequently developed into the "theory of expansive tradition". Sirai objected to confining the argument over tradition to Japan and set out to consider the concept from a universal point of view. He gave shape to it and proposed a new concept, the "Eurasian style". What Sirai wanted to express in the 1950s about tradition was the attitude artists should have toward tradition in order to grasp the universal potential in objects regardless of their origin and form. In the theory of tradition, opportunity for creation and critical spirit were synonymous to Sirai, and his statements represented the protest against the lack of critical spirit in recognition of tradition at the time. 
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